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ABSTRACT 
A certain family of symmetric matrices, with entries + i, is known to determine 
all the quartic relations that hold between multidimensional theta constants. Attention 
is drawn here to combinatorial properties of the shortest possible quartic relations, 
corresponding to vectors with minimal support in a certain eigenspace of such a 
matrix. A lower bound for the size of the support is established, exhibiting a "phase 
transition" at dimension four. The multiplicity-free igenvectors with minimal support 
form an interesting combinatorial design, with a rich group of symmetries. © 
Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper  is twofold: We would like to present a few 
combinatorial  results regarding certain identities involving theta functions, 
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and also to open up this area, which was traditionally reserved for experts in 
certain fields, to a wider audience. 
Theta functions form a central object of study both in complex analysis 
(studying Riemann surfaces) and in algebraic geometry (studying abelian 
varieties). The subject of theta function identities was initiated by Jacobi 
when, motivated by the study of elliptic integrals, he proved the basic identity 
for the classical (one dimensional) case [Equation (13) below]. Later on, when 
Riemann generalized theta functions to higher dimensions in order to get 
explicit expressions for abelian functions, the interdependence b tween mul- 
tidimensional theta functions came into focus as well. Riemann was also the 
first to discover a fundamental formula [see (1) below], which was later shown 
to imply all quartic relations between theta functions. Some (but not all) of 
the possible values of a certain matrix parameter r for g-dimensional theta 
functions correspond to compact connected Riemann surfaces of genus g. 
Frobenius, Stahl, Thomae, and later Schottky produced relations between 
theta functions which hold for these special "Riemann surface" values. The so 
called "Schottky problem" of algebraically characterizing these special values 
(in equivalent terminology, characterizing Jacobians among principally polar- 
ized abelian varieties) is a major open problem in the contemporary study of 
Riemann surfaces. 
In this paper we are interested in the linear relations between fourth 
powers of theta constants of fixed dimension g. It is known that their 
description can be reduced to a very concrete problem in linear algebra, 
namely: These relations form an eigenspace for a certain negative igenvalue 
of a certain symmetric matrix with entries ___ 1. This eigenspace is spanned, 
for instance, by the theta relations discovered by Riemann--but it turns out 
that it is actually spanned by vectors of much smaller support. For large g, 
this smaller support is of size O(2g), compared with O(4g) for the Riemann 
relations. An analysis of the structure of the vectors of minimal support is 
carried out here, and reveals a sort of "phase transition" at g = 4. Complete 
results are available only for the well-studied cases g ~< 4, but the partial 
results for g > 4 obtained here seem to support a certain conjecture of Fay. 
Finally, the general theory implies that the set of minimal-support vectors 
has a very rich group of symmetries (see Section 3), and apparently deserves 
to be studied as a combinatorial design. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some 
necessary background on theta functions, theta constants, and relations 
between them. Section 3 lists the main results of this paper, with the proofs 
all concentrated in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains some explicit 
numerical information and combinatorial observations, some of which are 
based on extensive computer experimentation. 
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This section contains some background facts concerning theta functions 
that are necessary for our discussion. For a more detailed introduction to this 
area see either [3], [7], or [5]. 
Fix a positive integer g, and denote by ~g the Siegel upper half space, 
consisting of all complex symmetric g x g matrices with positive definite 
imaginary part. For a matrix 7 ~ ~g and a vector z ~ Cg (considered as a 
row vector), let 
00(z, 7 ) := ~] exp[27r,(½nrnt+ nzt)] 
n~Z g 
be the standard g-theta function. The series converges absolutely and uni- 
formly on compact subsets of C g × ~g,  defining a holomorphic function on 
C g × ~g.  For example, when g = 1 one gets the classical 
oo 
0o(Z,7) = E exp[27rz(½ nz7 + nz)] ( z ,7~ C, Im7 > 0) 
n= - -ao 
= 1 + 2 ~] q n~ cos(2~rnz) 
n=l  
(q = e ~'', Iql < 1). 
More generally, for integer (row) vectors m', m" ~ Zg, define the (first 
order) g-theta function with integer characteristic 
m=[mm:] 
by 
[m'] 0m(Z, ---- 0 (z,7) 
m tr 
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In particular, 
0[~]=00 
The corresponding theta constant (Thetanullwert ) is 
[m'] Om = Om(~) := 0 (0 ,  ~). 
m" 
NOTE. The above definitions are consistent with the practice of Rie- 
mann and his contemporaries. Some of the more recent authors generalized 
and modified the notation by letting m' and m" be arbitrary complex 
numbers, and using 
[mj~ [m] m"/2 ] instead of m' , 
so that the above-defined terms are now "half-integer characteristics." Since 
we do not consider this more general context here, the former conventions 
are better suited to our purposes. 
Theta functions possess important pseudoperiodicity properties (with 
respect o z), which are very useful in other contexts. (For example, when 
g = 1, elliptic functions may be defined as quotients of theta functions.) Here 
we concentrate on two other properties: parity (w.r.t. z) and 2Z-periodicity 
(w.r.t. m): 
' m"  For m,  ~ Zg, 
o[ml~z~ m =~ x, nm 0[m]~z~,  
For m' n' n rt Z g, , m" ,  , 
[m+~n] ~, ~1, 01 l~z~, 0 rn"  2n" ( 7~, = re'n"' m"m' 
It follows that, up to a sign, there are only 2 zg different heta functions with 
integer characteristics. Of these, 2g-1(2 g + 1) are even functions of z and 
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2g-1(2 g - 1) are odd: 
']( 0 ", ~') is even ¢* m'm "t = 0 (mod2) .  
m" 
Call the integer characteristic m even (odd) if the corresponding theta 
function is even (odd). Observe that if m is an odd characteristic, then the 
theta constant Om(r) = 0 for all r ~ ~g.  
A fundamental relation between g-theta functions is Riemann's theta 
formula. It is somewhat s impler - -and sufficient for our purposes here - - to  
state it in the case of theta constants (z = 0): For all integer characteristics 
m, a, b E Z 2×g, 
~gOmOm+aOm+bOm-a-b = E e(m, n)OnOn+aOn+bOn_a_b, 
n (rood 2) 
(1) 
where the indicated summation is over representatives (mod2)  of integer 
characteristics, and where 
e (m,  n) := ( - 1) m',"'+m"n" (2) 
In particular, for a = b = 0, 
2g0, 4 = ~] e(m,n)O 4. (3) 
n (mod 2) 
THEOREM 1 (R. Salvati-Manni [8]). Every quartic relation between theta 
constants (i.e., a linear dependence between products of four theta constants) 
is a consequence ofRiemann's theta formula. 
See also [4] for an alternative derivation. 
The rest of the discussion in this section basically follows [1]. Define, for 
each positive integer g, a matrix 
Mg := (e (m,n) )m,  n E {+1} 22~×z~g, 
whose rows and columns are indexed by the 2 2g representatives (mod2)  of 
integer characteristics, which may be taken to be elements of (Z/2Z) 2×g. Fix 
an ordering of these characteristics in which the even characteristics precede 
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the odd ones. Then 
M;' 
where Mg ~ , the square blocks corresponding to rows and columns which are 
both even (respectively, odd) characteristics, are symmetric matrices of 
orders 2 g- 1(2 g _ 1). 
Note that, under a different ordering of the characteristics m 
(Z/2Z) z×g, Mg is the gth tensor power of M1, namely, 
P~IMgP~ = M~g 
for a suitable permutation matrix Pg, where 
Ml 
i 1 1 I) 
= 1 1 - i  - I  
1 - i  1 - i  " 
1 - I  - i  1 
Note also that the Hadamard matrix M1, having the eigenvalues 2 and -2  
with corresponding multiplicities 3 and 1, is not similar to the Hadamard 
matrix 
/ i) 1 -1  1 1 -1  ' 1 -1  1 
which has the same eigenvalues but with both multiplicities equal to 2. 
These matrices have the following properties. 
Mg is a symmetric Hadamard matrix of size 22g × 22g. It has two distinct 
ei envalues" +2g with corresponding multiplicities k~ .'= 2~-1(2 g + 1) g , _ _  ,  - -  ° 
M~ is a symmetric matrix of size k ÷ × k ÷ Its eigenvalues are 2 g and g g"  
-2  g-l,  with corresponding multiplicities (2g + 1X2g-I + 1)f3 and 
(2 zg - 1)/3. 
M~- is a symmetric matrix of size k~ × k~. Its eigenvalues are -2  g and 
2g-1, with corresponding multiplicities (2~ - 1)(2g-1 _ 1)/3 and (22g - 
1)/3. 
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In the following formulas, 
brevity. 
a subscript g is understood 
M z = 2zgI, 
(M+) z = 2g- l (eg i  + M+), 
(M- )  = - M- ) ;  
M+N _- _2g- iN ,  
NM-= 2g- 1N, 
NN t _- 2g- l (2gI  - M+), 
NtN = -2g- l (2g I  + M- ) .  
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but omitted for 
OBSERVATION. By Riemann's theta formula, the (column) vector 
(04(~')) ....... of fimrth powers of theta constants with even characteristics i  a 
2 g-eigenvector fM~, for each value of "r ~ ~ g. 
Define now the space of quartic g-theta relations to be 
The two eigenspaces of the real symmetric matrix M£- being orthogonal 
complements of each other, it follows from Theorem 1 that ~'J~9~g has the 
following equivalent descriptions: 
e3-~91'g = ker(M~- + 2g-1I) 
= column space of Ng 
= row space of Ng t
= row (or column) space of M~- - 2gI. 
By the above, dim~'329~g = (2 2g - 1)//3. 
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3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let ~,~-#Y_ be the (real) vector space of quartic relations for g-theta 
constants, de~ned at the end of the previous section. For a vector v = 
(Vm) . . . . .  ~ ~,Y-~q~, let 
sv := {mlv  m ~ o} (4) 
be the support of v. Also, define v to be multiplicity-free if [Vml is the same 
for all m ~ S v (so that, up to a multiplicative constant, v m = ___1 for 
mESv) .  
We shall now state our main results, deferring the proofs to Section 4. 
The first result gives a lower bound for support sizes, and verifies the 
existence of some "phase transition" or threshold phenomenon at g = 4. 
THEOREM 2. I f  0 4: v ~ ~Sr~ then 
Is~l >/2g 1 + 2, (5) 
with equality attained only for  1 <<, g <~ 4. 
The existence of quartic theta relations of lengths 3, 4, 6, and 10 for 
g = 1, 2, 3, and 4 (respectively) is well known. For g = 4, for instance, it is 
attributed to Noether, Stahl, and Frobenius, independently (see [7, p. 53]). 
Nevertheless, the unified proof of Theorem 2 via Perron-Frobenius argu- 
ments (in Section 4) seems to be new, as well as most of the structural 
observations in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1 ~< g ~ 4, and assume that v ~ ~JZOY~ has ISvl = 
2g-1 + 2. Then: 
(i) v is multiplicity-free. 
(ii) For any two distinct m, n ~ Sv, 
e (m,  n )v  n = -v,,,. (6) 
(iii) For any three distinct mo, ml, m 2 ~ S~, 
e(m 0 d- Ffll, m 0 d- m2)  = --i. (7) 
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In other words, the set {m 0 + mlm o ~ m ~ Sv} is azygetic fo r  any m o ~ S v. 
(iv) Exactly one o f  the fol lowing alternatives holds: 
O ~ S v, and v,n = -vo  fo r  all O ~ m E Sv; (8) 
or  
0 q~ S v , and exactly half  o f  the m ~ S v have positive v m . (9) 
The vectors with minimal support (considered up to a scalar factor) seem 
to form a very interesting combinatorial design. For some relevant observa- 
tions, see Section 5 below. This design possesses a lot of symmetry: The 
symplectic group Sp2g(Z/2Z) ,  with its well-known action on characteristics 
(cf. [7, Chapter 3]) is transitive on azygetic ordered sets of even characteris- 
tics (cf. [3, p. 212]), and in particular on the various orderings of the support 
sets of minimal size IS vl = 2g-1 + 2. 
Let us turn now to g >/5. By Theorem 2, the support of a vector in 
~'3-~g, for these values of g, is strictly larger than 2 g-1 + 2. There exists 
(for any value of g) an explicit "doubling" construction (cf. [1, Proposition 
2.1] or [9, Corollary 4.12]) which produces, from a vector v ~ ~J-~9~g, a
vector 13 ~ ~3-~g+ 1 such that 
rsel = 215.1. 
This operation preserves the property of being multiplicity-free. It follows 
that, for any g >/4, there exist (multiplicity-free) vectors v E ~3-~9~g with 
[Sv[ = 10 X 2 g-4 = 2g-1(1 + 1). 
In fact, Fay [1, before Proposition 2.1] claims that this is "apparently" the 
minimal possible support size for g ~> 4. Since there are no arguments in [1] 
to support his claim, we state it here as a conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 4 (J. Fay). For g i> 4, the minimal possible support size for 
a nonzero vector in ~-~_  is 10 × 2 g-4. Moreover, a vector with this 
support size must be multip~city-free. 
Here are the best results that we currently have in support of this claim. 
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THEOREM 5. Let 0 ~ v ~ ~'~'-~'g be multiplicity-free. Then: 
(i) ISvl = 2 g-~ + 2k for some positive integer k. 
(ii) k >~ 2g-2 /g ,  so that ISvl >1 2g- l (1  + I /g) .  
4. PROOFS 
First, let us use a standard argument from Perron-Frobenius theory. 
Let 0 # v ~ ~3-~g.  Then 
E e(m,n)vn  = -2g- lv ,n  Veven m. (10) 
tt even 
(2g-' + 1)M ~< E [Vn] < (Iaol- 1)M. (11) 
moments  v 
and also that 
2~-~ + 1 <~hSvl- 1, 
proving the inequality in Theorem 2. 
Assume now that Isvl = 2g-1 + 2. It follows from (11) that 
Ivnl = M Vn ~ Sv, 




M := max IVml > O, 
m~S~ 
and choose m o ~ S v so that lyre01 = M. Then 
- - (  2g -1  -1- l ) t )m o = E e(mo,n)Vn,  
7"//, 0:~ TI ~ S v 
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where now m 0 may be any element of S o. This already proves claims (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 3, whereas claim (iii) follows from the computation 
e(m o + m 1, mo + mz)  = e (mo,  too)" e (m o, m2) " e (m 1 , mo) "e (m 1 , mz)  
= l"(--1)m0//t)m~ ) "(--I)ml///)m0 ) "(--Vm2//l.)m, ) =-  1. 
As already mentioned, this means that, for any m 0 ~ So, the set {m 0 + m[ 
m 0 ~= m ~ S v} is azygetic. It is well known (e.g., [7, p. 28]) that the size of an 
azygetic set of g-theta characteristics is at most 2 g + 1. It follows then that 
2g-~ + l=[So l -  1 ~<2g+ 1, 
so that necessarily 1 ~< g ~< 4, as claimed in Theorem 2. The existence of 
relations with support sizes 3, 4, 6, and 10 (for g = 1, 2, 3, and 4, respec- 
tively) is well known; see also Section 5 below. 
Claim (iv) of Theorem 3 follows from (10), upon substituting m = 0 and 
recalling that e(O, n) = 1 for all n. 
As for the proof of Theorem 5: Let 0 =/= v ~ ~ 'Y~g be multiplicity-free. 
We may assume that v m = +1 for all m~ S v. Recall again the basic 
equations (10). Taking m ¢ S v and computing modulo 2, we get 
ISol ~ 2 g-1 (mod2) ,  
so that, by Theorem 2, 
Iavl = 2 g-1 + 2k  
for some positive integer k. It now follows from (10) that 
#(n ~ Sole(m,  n) = l )ml )n}  = k Vm ~ S o. (12) 
Form a (simple, undirected) graph G v with vertex set S o and such that 
m, n ~ S o (m ¢ n) are joined by an edge iff e(m, n) = VmV n. By (12), the 
graph G v is (k - 1)-regular (i.e., exactly k - 1 edges are incident with each 
vertex). It is easy to construct, say by a greedy algorithm, a subset T o c S v of 
size I Tol >1 I Sv I/k which is independent (no edge of G v has both endpoints in 
Tv). It follows, as in the proof of Theorem 2, that for any m 0 ~ T o the set 
{m 0 + m t m0 ¢ m ~ T o} is azygetic. Therefore 
[To[- 1~<2g+ 1, 
implying ISvl ~ k(2g + 2) and k >1 2g- 2/g. 
Note that for 1 ~< g ~< 4 we can actually get k = 1, by Theorem 2. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
This section contains some numerical information and combinatorial 
observations for small values of g. For brevity, let us use the mnemonic 
abbreviations 
0= [~],  1= [0] ,  2= [~1, 3=[111.  
For example, a certain (even) 5-theta characteristic can be written as 
m=01323= [~ 0 1 1 1] 
1 1 0 1 " 
Also, denote the two possible types of theta relations with minimal support 
[Theorem 3(iv)] by 
typeI: 04 = E 0, 2 ( ISI  = 9, ~-1 + 1) 
m C S 
and 
type II: I2 0 ,2= g o,; { 
m~Sl m~S2 
(Is~l = Iszl = 2 g-2 + 1). 
Finally, let s(g) denote the minimal support size possible for a nonzero 
vector v ~ ~'g-..~g, and let s l(g) denote the corresponding minimal size for a 
multiplicity-free vector. By the results in Section 3 above, 
s (g)  = s , (g )  = 2 ~-1 + e 
whereas for g > 4 
as well as 
~r  l<g<4,  
2 g-1 + 3 ~< s(g) <~ sl(g ) <~ 2g-l(1 + ¼) 
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Here is the information available for i ~< g ~< 5. Recall that ~'J~q'g is a linear 
subspace of Rk~ generated by vectors with support of size s(g). 
g = I [k~" =3,  k~- = 1, dim~'J2q/' 1 = 1, s(1)=3].  There is a unique 
quartic theta relation (the famous Jacobi relation), and it is of type I: 
O~ = O~ + 0~. (13) 
g =2 [k~- = 10, k~- =6,  clim~'3-~/' 2 =5,  s(2)=4]. There are 6 rela- 
tions of type I and 9 relations of type II. An easy way to record all of them 
is by writing the 10 even characteristics a a 3 × 3 matrix A plus an extra 
element: 
11 01 10) 
A = 22 20 02 , (00). 
33 21 12 
The 6 relations of type I are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
generalized diagonals of A, putting the three entries of a diagonal on one 
side of the equation and the extra element 00 on the other side. For 
example, 
o4 = 04~ + 0~0 + o4 
corresponds to the main diagonal. The 9 relations of type II are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the 2 × 2 submatrices of A, putting two 
not-same-row-or-column entries on each side of the equation. For exam- 
ple, 
o;~ + o2'0 = Oo'~ + 04  
corresponds to the (principal) submatrix obtained by deleting the third row 
and third column of A. It is also interesting to note that each instance of 
Riemann's theta formula (3), such as 
30o'0 = 04~ + 00'~ + o4 + 0;~ + o,42 + 0~"0 + 0~, + 0~ + 0~ 
or  
3042 = 040 -- 041 -[- 042 -1- 040 -- 041 -- 040 q- 041 -- 042 q- 043 , 
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can be written (in two different ways) as a sum of 3 relations of type I or II, 
without any term cancellation. 
g=3 [k~- =36,  k~ =28,  d im~'Sr~3=21,  s(3)=6].  We have a list of 
56 relations of type I and 280 relations of type II. Monte Carlo experiments 
conducted by computer indicate that, with high probability, there are no 
other relations of either type. This list clearly has some very interesting 
combinatorial properties. For instance, there are 56 short relations contain- 
ing 0000--namely, the 56 relations of type I. Of these, exactly 8 relations 
also contain 000u These are the following: 
0~00 = o040, + 040~ + o&~ + 0% + 0' 323 
o40 = o040, + 00'0~ + 0~ + 04~ + 0~'0~, 
0~00 = O4o, + 04,~ + o& + 0~0~ + o&~, 
040 : o040, + 00',~ + 0~ + 0~ + 0~,~, 
040 = 00'0, + o& + 0~,~ + 04,~ + 0~'~, 
O~oo = o& + o% + 0~0~ + 040~ + 0~,  
o40 = 0~0, + 0~0~ + ot~ + 0~,~ + 0~,  
0~00 = o040, + 0;,~ + 0~ + 040~ + 0~.  
Note that, out of the 34 even characteristics other than 000 and 001, only 
16 characteristics actually appear in these 8 relations. In fact, closer 
observation shows that these relations correspond to the rows and columns 
of the 4 x 4 matrix 
002 323 313 033 / 
233 112 122 202 / 
133 212 222 102 / " 
303 022 012 332) 
Our choice of row and column orders for this matrix reflects some of its 
inherent symmetry. Note, for instance, the pairs of elements ymmetrically 
situated with respect o the main diagonal. Here, each instance of Rie- 
mann's theta formula contains all 36 even theta constants--one with 
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coefficient 7 and the others with coefficients ___ 1. As before, it can be 
written (in many ways) as a sum of 7 short relations (of length 6 each), 
without any term cancellation, 
g=4 [k~- -- 136, k 4 = 120, d im~'~-~ 4 =85,  s (4 )= 10]. We have a 
large list of  relations of both kinds, which is by no means exhaustive. 
Riemann's theta formula contains one even theta constant with coefficient 
15, and all the other 135 even theta constants with coefficients ___ 1. It is 
numerically possible (but has not been verified directly) that it can be 
written as a sum of 15 short relations (of length 10 each), with no term 
cancellation. 
g = 5 [k~ = 528, k~- = 496, dim~'3-~9/'~ = 341, s(5) ~ {19,20}]. For g 
= 5 one has, by Theorem 5 and the remark following it, s1(5) = 20 [since 
18 < sl(5) ~< 20 is even], but there is still a possibility that s(5) is 19 rather 
than 20. So far, we have been unable to resolve this mystery by the use of a 
computer or otherwise. In any case, it is numerically impossible to write 
Riemann's theta formula as a sum of 31 short relations without cancella- 
tion. 
This work was initiated by extensive computer evidence regarding quartic 
theta relations for small genera. We would like to thank L Kaduri and T. 
Vega, from Bar-Ilan University, who skillfully used Maple to conduct the 
necessary "'computer experiments.'" 
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